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Background:
In September 2010, the IHS National Pharmacy and Therapeutics Committee (NPTC) reviewed the agents used in the
treatment of chronic kidney disease (CKD). The NPTC felt it would be important to discuss the general findings from its
review of the medications used in the treatment of CKD. CKD is a multi-factorial condition affecting approximately 26
million American adults. Common risk factors for developing CKD include diabetes and hypertension, which are
commonly seen in the American Indian/Alaska Native (AI/AN) population as there is a 3.5 times higher risk of diabetes
related kidney failure compared to the general population. In the southwest region, rates of CKD are 6.5 times greater
in the AI/AN population as compared to the Caucasian population.
CKD is generally a progressive and irreversible condition that can eventually lead to “deterioration in mineral
homeostasis, with a disruption of normal serum and tissue concentrations of phosphorus and calcium, and changes in
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circulating levels of hormones.” At CKD stage 3, the kidneys ability to excrete phosphorus becomes reduced, leading to
hyperphosphatemia and elevated parathyroid hormone (PTH). Additionally, 1, 25hydroxyvitamin D (1, 25 (OH)2D) is
reduced, thereby reducing intestinal calcium absorption. Many patients with stage 4-5 CKD have high levels of
phosphorus, which is linked to the development of CKD-Metabolic Bone Disease (MBD). This can include the
development of secondary hyperparathyroidism (HPT) and reduced levels of serum calcitriol, which may necessitate
supplementation with vitamin D or a vitamin D analog.
Available products within this class include: Ergocalciferol (D2), cholecalciferol (D3), calcitriol,
doxercalciferol and paricalcitol.
Discussion:
Because of the effects of CKD-MBD described above, supplementation with vitamin D or one of its analogs may be
considered. These products may reduce PTH levels, but increase calcium and phosphorus levels. Vitamin D analogs
may have similar effect on PTH levels, with less effect on calcium and phosphorus. It remains important to monitor
calcium levels while using vitamin D supplementation. If patients have persistent or recurrent hypercalcemia, vitamin D
or vitamin D analogs should be discontinued. If serum PTH is rising and remains elevated “despite correction of
modifiable factors,” the KDIGO guidelines suggest (expert opinion) treatment with calcitriol or vitamin D analogs.
These guidelines note a lack of randomized clinical trial data showing a correlation of patient level clinical outcomes
(mortality, fracture, quality of life, hospital admission, cardiovascular) and improved PTH levels treated with vitamin D
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or vitamin D analogs. A separate, independent meta-analysis of clinical data found no clear benefits of using vitamin D
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analogs over vitamin D agents.
Findings:
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The IHS National Core Formulary (NCF) has formulary status for “vitamin D, any product.” The NCF does not have a
vitamin D analog on formulary. During the clinical review of agents used in CKD, the NPTC did not modify the NCF to
include vitamin D analogs as there did not appear to be superiority over existing NCF products.
If you have any questions regarding this document, please contact the NPTC at nptc1@ihs.gov.
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